
Parmenides and Friends 

Parmenides flourished in the first half of the fifth Century BCE and was based at the 

city of Elea in Italy, in the Greek-speaking West.  Hence the school he founded 

is entitled ‘Eleatic’.  We have a second-hand portrait of him in Plato’s 

dialogue of the same name, where he turns up in Athens at the big festival of 

Athene with his junior partner Zeno and has a philosophical conversation 

with Socrates.  In his opening gambit, Socrates claims that Zeno’s paradoxes 

and Parmenides’ philosophical poem are really saying the same thing – that it 

is impossible to talk coherently about multiplicity and change.  His arguments 

had a huge impact on Plato’s thought, and on the subsequent history of 

metaphysics and theology.  Indeed, in one of his latest dialogues, the 

character who leads the conversation is not Socrates but by an unnamed 

visitor from the school of Elea. 

The arguments are knotty in the extreme, being, according to Jonathan Barnes, the 

first serious attempts to tease out the underlying logic of argumentation and 

exploit its consequences for truth about the world.  They are not helped by the 

fact that they rely on the peculiarities of the grammar of the Greek word ‘to 

be’ – which cannot easily be replicated in English.  Nor are they helped by 

being put into hexameter verses, with the poetic flourish of a wise goddess 

appearing in a chariot to guide the philosopher down the right way. 

However there are a couple of things to note to start with about Parmenides’ own 

claims, and their effects, particularly on Plato, but also on the sceptical 

tradition of philosophy, which has played a highly ambiguous role in 

theology and culture ever since.    

First we can notice that he privileges reason over the evidence of the senses (see 

extract 10).  Then in the longer extract (11) we find the model of ultimate 

reality as changeless, perfect, homogeneous.  The argumentation runs 

diametrically counter to Heraclitus’ that reality is an unstable equilibrium of 

warring opposites.  What is can only be so and not otherwise.  Central is the 

participle of the Greek verb to be ‘to on’: “that which is”.  We shall see Plato 

and many theologically minded philosophers imitating Parmenides and 

pursuing the idea of the to ontos on’ : ‘really real’, which is to be found not 

through the senses, but through abstract argument. 

In spite of his description of a changeless reality, Parmenides does go on to give a 

description of a complex physical world, using cosmological ideas of the sort 

we have become familiar with from the Ionian philosophers and the 

Pythagoreans.  Some of that is reported in extract 14. 

Of interest to the later history of philosophy is that Parmenides’ technique of using 

logic to call into question common sense views of the world based on 

observation was one of the pillars of later scepticism.  It formed part of the 



toolkit of the rhetorical teachers and spreaders of ideas, known in Athens as 

the ‘sophists’, the wisdom men, in the course of the fifth century.  The core 

logical problem of how to talk about what is not was taken very seriously by 

Plato, who devotes a whole dialogue to painfully stating a philosophy of 

language that allows reality as we know it to exist.  But Zeno’s paradoxes of 

place, time, motion and infinity also set some genuine puzzles for scientific 

accounts of the physical world.  Aristotle believed he had solved them, but 

not all later philosophers agreed.  You might want to see what you think.    

Parmenides                   

10 (Plato, Simplicius, Sextus)  DK 28 B7 

For this can never prevail, that not-beings should be.  In your quest, hold back 

your thought from this path, and let not the habit of experience force you to 

use your purposeless eyes or your sound-dulled ears and tongue down that 

road, but judge by reason the much-contested argument that I speak. 

11 Simplicius (DK 28 B 8) 

The only story left to tell of the way is that it is.  And there are many other 

indications of this, that it never came to be that it does not perish, it is single, 

homogeneous, unshakeable and never complete.  It never was, nor shall it 

ever be, since it now is, entire and everywhere, one, continuous.   

 What engenderer could you seek out for it?  Where and whence could it 

grow?  I could not allow you to say or to think that it comes from that which 

is not.  For it cannot be said or thought that ‘it is not’.  What need, whether 

sooner or later, drove it, beginning from nothing, to begin to be?  Thus it must 

either entirely be or not at all.  Nor will the force of credibility allow anything 

to arise from what is, apart from it.   

And therefore Justice does not release it from its bonds and allows it neither 

to come into being nor to perish, but holds it as it is.  The decision about these 

things lies here: whether it is, or whether it is not.  And now it has been 

decided, as was necessary, to leave that path unthought and nameless (for it is 

not the way of truth), while the other exists and is genuine.  But how could 

that which is exist hereafter?  And how could it come into being?  For if it 

came into being, it is not, and it is not, if it is yet to be.  Thus origination is 

quenched along with a destruction that can never be seen.   

 Nor can it be divided up, for it is homogeneous in every respect.  It cannot be 

more in one place, because that would stop it from being continuous, nor 

lesser, since all is filled with what is.  Thus all is continuous, for what is 

adjoins what is.   



Moreover it is motionless in the constraints of great bonds, without 

beginning, without  ceasing, since coming to be and passing away are driven 

afar, and true belief has thrust them aside.  It rests, remaining the same in the 

same, by itself, and thus continually remains in the same place.  For mighty 

necessity holds it in the bonds of her constraint, that binds it all around, 

whence it is not holy that that which is should be incomplete.  For it lacks 

nothing; if it did, it would fall short of the whole.    

Thinking is the same as that due to which there is a thought.  For without that 

which is, in which thought is spoken of, you shall not find thinking.  For there 

is not, nor shall there be anything other than that which is, since fate bound it 

to be whole and changeless.  By which all those things are named which 

mortals by convention believe to be true, to come to be and pass away, to be 

and not be, to change location, and alter the colour of their appearance.    

Moreover when you test the limit, it is complete in all directions like the body 

of perfect sphere, equal in every direction; for it must be neither more nor less 

this way or that.  For there is no not-being that could prevent it reaching the 

same place, nor is there any being that could make being more here than 

there.  Because it is entire and untouched.  For it meets itself from every 

direction the same and evenly in its limits. 

Here I end the trustworthy account and the thought that belongs to truth.  

From here on learn the opinions of humans as you listen to the deceptive 

order of my words. 

For they have established the naming of two forms, two ideas, one of which 

they should not have done – and in this they go astray – they judged them 

opposite in their appearance and applied separate signs to each, the one the 

celestial fiery flame, kindly, great, light, always the same as itself in every 

part, but to the other, not the same.  But that too in itself was different, 

lightless night, a dense and heavy appearance.  The seeming world order I 

shall tell you in its entirety, so that no opinion of mortals shall pass you by. 

14 Aetios (DK 28 A 37) 

Parmenides says that there are garlands [hoops] interwoven with  each other, 

one from the fine  element, and one from the dense element.  And others 

mixed from light and darkness in between these two.   And that there is a 

solid surrounding all these like a wall, beneath which there is a fiery garland, 

and there is a solid in the middle of everything around which is the fiery 

garland.  The garland in the middle is the originating principle and cause of 

change and generation in all the mixed objects.  And he calls it divine spirit, 

governor, commander, Justice and Necessity.  And air is an emanation from 

the earth, exhaled from its too violent compression, and the sun and the milky 

way are a breath of fire.  The moon is a mixture of both, air and fire.  The 



aether encompasses everything else from above, to this the fiery realm that 

we call the heavens is subject, and to that is subject what surrounds the earth.     

Zeno’s Paradoxes (with solution) according to Aristotle (Physics 8, 239b5-240a 

Zeno presents some specious reasoning.  For he says: If everything is always at rest 

[or in motion] when it is in an equilibrium, and what is in motion is always in 

the present moment, then the moving arrow is motionless.  But this is false, 

because time is not composed of indivisible moments, any more than any 

other physical quantity.   However, Zeno has four arguments about change 

that present problems for those trying to resolve them.  The first is one is 

about there being no change because the object in motion has to reach the 

half-way point before it reaches its end point, and we analysed this in the 

earlier discussions.  The second is the one known as ‘Achilles’.  This is the 

argument that the slowest runner will never be caught up by the fastest.  For 

the one who is chasing will have to first make up the distance to the point 

from which the one who is being chased started, so that the slower runner 

must always be just a little bit ahead.  This is more or less the same argument 

as the one dividing the interval in half, the only difference is that it doesn’t 

divide the relevant quantity in the ratio of a half.  So the upshot of the 

argument is that the slower is not overtaken, and it turns out so for the same 

reason as in the case of the division by half.  In both cases it results in not 

reaching the limit of the distance that is being divided in some way, though in 

the latter case it’s made more dramatic by having the fastest runner pursuing 

the slowest one.   Thus the solution is the same.  The premise that the one 

ahead is not caught up is false.  As long as it is ahead it is not caught up.  

Nevertheless, it is caught up, once you allow it to complete the finite distance.  

So these are two of the arguments.  A third is the one just mentioned, that the 

moving arrow stands still.  That transpires by supposing that time consists of 

present moments; once we do not grant that, there will be no basis for the 

argument. 

 The fourth argument is about columns of equal units moving past each other 

in a stadium in opposite directions, one column from the end of the stadium, 

the other from the middle, at equal speed.  The result of this is believed to be 

that half the time is the same as twice that time.  The false reasoning lies in 

supposing that an equal unit moving past an equal unit in motion and an 

equal unit at rest, at the same speed moves in the same time.  But this is false. 

 


